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************************************************ * StartBtn Renamer is a free utility that allows you to modify * the
Start Button on Windows XP. * * StartBtn Renamer's goal is to provide the user with a simple * interface and features, while
allowing them to modify the Start * Button's label. * * StartBtn Renamer consists of only two fields: * * 1) "Current label" -
contains the label of the start button. * 2) "User name" - allows you to enter a name for your start button. * * StartBtn Renamer
is extremely simple to use. StartBtn Renamer * reads the Start Button's current label, and creates a new start * button with a new
label. * * The program does not require installation and you can use it * immediately after download. It does not include any
unwanted * or unneeded features. * * StartBtn Renamer consists of only 2 options and 2 fields. * * 1) The "New Label" field -
lets you enter a name for your * start button. * 2) The "Format" field - lets you select the text-color and * size of your start
button. * * StartBtn Renamer does not modify the program that you are using * or your data. You can save and close your work
without any * worry. * * StartBtn Renamer is a safe and easy to use program. Use it with * confidence. * * StartBtn Renamer is
a part of a suite of applications that * make it easier to live with Windows XP. * * StartBtn Renamer's homepage: * StartBtn
Renamer's license: ************************************************ * P.S. * StartBtn Renamer was built on an XP
professional installation * with SP3. StartBtn Renamer could work on any Windows XP * installation. StartBtn Renamer
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1. StartBtn Renamer Activation Code replaces the ‘Start’ label of the Start button on the desktop with your custom name. 2. The
application is lightweight and can run in the background. 3. It allows you to enter the word ‘Start’ to use the ‘Default’ name or
your own name. 4. You can simply activate the program and it will run automatically. 5. StartBtn Renamer Cracked Accounts
doesn’t require installation. 6. It won’t access your files or install other programs. StartBtn Renamer is a lightweight utility
designed to rename the Start button of Windows XP. It sports very basic functionality but this may be due to the fact that it was
mostly built for fun purposes. By default, Windows XP’s button is called ‘Start’ and can be modified by tackling the system
registry. An alternative to this (if you’re a beginner) is StartBtn Renamer, which performs these adjustments without much
effort. As its name might imply, the application replaces the ‘Start’ label with a word of your choice. It does not require
installation and features an extremely simple interface that hosts only two fields. In the first one, you will find the current label
of the start button (it’s automatically recognized), while the second one is directed to the user. You can enter anything you want
in this field, as long as it’s a word and not a phrase. The possibility to customize the font and color of the text would have been a
nice addition, but unfortunately, there’s no such option. Instead, it preserves the original settings of the start button label. It
would also have been nice if it came with an option to change the logo attached to the label or with an undo feature. However,
reverting the operation is quite simple: just enter the word ‘Start’ in the ‘New Label’ box and you’re back to the old XP settings.
On an ending note, StartBtn Renamer could undergo a major makeover so as to include more customization options. However,
this is unlikely, taking into consideration that it hasn’t received updates in a long time. KEYMACRO Description: 1. StartBtn
Renamer replaces the ‘Start’ label of the Start button on the desktop with your custom name. 2. The application is lightweight
and can 1d6a3396d6
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StartBtn Renamer is a lightweight utility designed to rename the Start button of Windows XP. It sports very basic functionality
but this may be due to the fact that it was mostly built for fun purposes. By default, Windows XP’s button is called ‘Start’ and
can be modified by tackling the system registry. An alternative to this (if you’re a beginner) is StartBtn Renamer, which
performs these adjustments without much effort. As its name might imply, the application replaces the ‘Start’ label with a word
of your choice. It does not require installation and features an extremely simple interface that hosts only two fields. In the first
one, you will find the current label of the start button (it’s automatically recognized), while the second one is directed to the
user. You can enter anything you want in this field, as long as it’s a word and not a phrase. The possibility to customize the font
and color of the text would have been a nice addition, but unfortunately, there’s no such option. Instead, it preserves the original
settings of the start button label. It would also have been nice if it came with an option to change the logo attached to the label or
with an undo feature. However, reverting the operation is quite simple: just enter the word ‘Start’ in the ‘New Label’ box and
you’re back to the old XP settings. On an ending note, StartBtn Renamer could undergo a major makeover so as to include more
customization options. However, this is unlikely, taking into consideration that it hasn’t received updates in a long time. As the
world’s biggest repository of free Internet resources, we are committed to making this site available for free to all, including
school children, students, adults and families all over the world. School children from around the globe love our site! Our
Students and Parents love our site! Our partners love our site! Our teachers love our site! This Internet resource is intended for
educational purposes only. If you are interested in any of our products, please contact us. Disclaimer: The School PC Help is not
affiliated with any official or unofficial agencies or organisations. Any opinion, information or data published on this website is
a sole own opinion of the author. We do not support or condone

What's New In StartBtn Renamer?

StartBtn Renamer is a lightweight utility designed to rename the Start button of Windows XP. It sports very basic functionality
but this may be due to the fact that it was mostly built for fun purposes. By default, Windows XP's button is called "Start" and
can be modified by tackling the system registry. An alternative to this (if you're a beginner) is StartBtn Renamer, which
performs these adjustments without much effort. As its name might imply, the application replaces the "Start" label with a word
of your choice. It does not require installation and features an extremely simple interface that hosts only two fields. In the first
one, you will find the current label of the start button (it's automatically recognized), while the second one is directed to the
user. You can enter anything you want in this field, as long as it's a word and not a phrase. The possibility to customize the font
and color of the text would have been a nice addition, but unfortunately, there's no such option. Instead, it preserves the original
settings of the start button label. It would also have been nice if it came with an option to change the logo attached to the label or
with an undo feature. However, reverting the operation is quite simple: just enter the word "Start" in the "New Label" box and
you're back to the old XP settings. On an ending note, StartBtn Renamer could undergo a major makeover so as to include more
customization options. However, this is unlikely, taking into consideration that it hasn't received updates in a long time. ...
Starting with Windows XP "Starting with Windows XP" is a phrase that starts every Windows XP installation. I like to say that
it's the first time you meet your Windows. ... Text via the StartBtn Renamer program The application program that you can use
to rename the Start button of Windows XP is called StartBtn Renamer. ... Tiny Text Editor This is a very lightweight program
designed to add text to files via a simple graphical interface. It has very basic functions and is mostly used for simple text
processing. ... Default Text Editor In Windows XP, there is a program called Default Text Editor that is used to change the
default text editor for specific files or folders. It is often used to set the default text editor for HTML files or for.txt files. ...
Uninstall StartBtn Renamer In Windows XP, you can uninstall the application StartBtn Renamer using Windows XP's built-in
control panel. ... StartBtn Renamer.exe StartBtn Renamer.exe is a program designed to rename the Start button of Windows XP.
It sports very basic functionality but this may be due to the fact that it was mostly built
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System Requirements:

(10,5) 720p HD Video (2.5Ghz or Faster Processor) 2GB Memory or more 900MB Hard Drive Space DVD or USB Drive (or
other data source) (8,5) DVD 5.1 Audio (DVD - R in NTSC or DVD - P in PAL) 2.5Ghz or Faster Processor 1 GB Memory or
More 500 MB Hard Drive Space 800B PDU (240V/50/60Hz) 240V AC
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